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able to sinicize their message and win over a segment of the
population in South Fujian province. By focusing on the conversion
and education of one young man, this article details how adherents
of this sect not only brought its distinctive faith to China, but also
imported its fundamentalist religious worldview. In the process, it
examines the political situation in which this young man was raised,
the sacrifices he made to become a Christian, and how believers in
this new found faith were able to inspire him to become a “soulwinner” for Christ.
Chen Qingde was born in 1883 and grew up in Anhai, Fujian.4
By all rights he should have been able to live a comfortable life,
because his family owned eighteen businesses. Unfortunately this
was not to be the case, as his father became an opium addict which
led him to sell off all but one of these businesses.5 By 1906, when
Qingde was a young man in his early twenties, he decided to leave
his home town for Xiamen, also called Amoy, which was located
some thirty miles down the Pacific coast. The city was one of the
first five Treaty Ports opened for commerce to the foreigners after
the First Opium War ended in 1842. No doubt, Qingde thought it
would be easier to find employment in a city with more economic
activity than his home town. Moving to Xiamen meant that for the
first time, he would have contact with foreigners who had a very
different worldview than those of traditional China.6
Once in the city, Qingde began working for a man named Hong
Jinqun peddling wax candles and gold paper money, both of which
were used during traditional Chinese funerals.7 At this time, gold
paper money was burned to ensure that the deceased would have
funds to spend in an afterlife. Because Hong was a recent convert to
the Seventh-day Adventist faith, a new Christian sect that had
recently arrived in Xiamen, he urged Qingde to investigate a new
school called Mei Hua Middle School which had just opened in
nearby Gulangyu.8 When Qingde enquired about the school, he
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found that he would be allowed to work during his residence and
defray his educational expenses.9
At Mei Hua, Qingde made the momentous decision to convert
to Christianity, which became of the most important decisions of his
life.10 It resulted in the cutting off of ties with his family.11 Not only
would he sacrifice his share of his father’s estate, but his name
would be stricken from the family’s genealogical record housed in
the Chen family temple. This record had been kept for over twenty
generations in Qingde’s family and traced his ancestry all the way
back to the Southern Song dynasty.12
Though no record indicates exactly what Qingde’s thinking
process was at this point in his life, we can speculate as to the
reasons that might have played a role in his decision-making. This
analysis is borrowed from immigration history and can be classified
as push and pull factors.13 For Qingde, one of the push factors was
the empire’s political troubles, that had contributed to his family’s
crises and impacted the development of his personal identity. In
traditional China the development of an identity followed a clearly
predictable path. A son, especially the oldest one like Qingde,
would be groomed to succeed his father as head of the family. At
some point, he would become a paterfamilias or head of the
household in turn. To be such a figure would give him nearly
undisputed decision-making power within such a family.14 This
position was reinforced by the community and by local officials
who pursued a hands-off policy on issues that were regarded as
family matters. This stance gave other members little recourse when
its head behaved unwisely, as happened in the case of Qingde’s
father. It meant that his father could do unthinkable things such as
sell his wife, children, and family property to support his habit and
the government would not intervene. By reading biographies of
9
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Qingde’s contemporaries, one can see these things happened
frequently during this period.15
While the turmoil in Qingde’s family of origin may explain why
he began to question the values of his traditional Chinese
upbringing, it does not account for why he was pulled toward
Christianity as an alternative way of finding his purpose in life.
Such a change became possible because of the arrival of Protestant
missionaries in China, which began in 1807 with the coming of
Robert Morrison. It accelerated after Xiamen and other treaty ports
opened after the First Opium war. However, Morrison and the other
Protestant missionaries, found it very difficult to convince the
Chinese of the truth of their teachings. It took Morrison seven years
to baptize his first convert.16
With this record in mind, it is important to consider what factors
proved useful in the Adventists’ effort to persuade a young man like
Qingde to make a commitment to their religious community. Some
factors were not the result of anything the Adventists did, but rather
a product of the times. By 1906, Protestant missionaries had been
coming to China for nearly a century. During this time the attitude
toward Westerners had changed considerably, especially in the
Treaty Port cities like Xiamen where merchants, diplomats, and
missionaries had been active for at least a half century.
So part of the reason the Adventists in Xiamen were able to
attract attention was based on their connection with America; a
country allied with other Treaty Powers. Another factor was the
relatively benign reputation the Americans had since they, unlike
the British or the French, had not waged aggressive wars against
China. In addition, they had not supported the opium trade.17 On the
other hand, the Americans had taken the lead in barring the
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immigration of Chinese laborers to their country, which had
provoked a boycott of American goods in China in 1905.18
The Adventists used various strategies to bring a young person
like Qingde into their fold. One such strategy was to provide new
personal bonds to support him in a new community. Another
approach was to give him a new worldview to replace the traditional
Chinese perspective on life.19 One of Qingde’s most important
bonds was with Hong Jinqun, his employer at the gold papermaking money factory, who introduced the Adventist faith to
Qingde and served as a mentor and father/elder brother figure. Later
he would create a family connection with Hong by having his eldest
daughter marry Hong’s youngest son.20 Qingde also formed a strong
connection with Mei Hua’s school principal Benjamin L. Anderson,
who became his father substitute. Before coming to China,
Anderson earned a Master’s degree in Social Work from an
Adventist college in Nebraska.21
Another way the Adventists increased the bonds among their
new converts was by isolating them in an enclave together, thereby
having them live separately from both the Chinese and other
Protestant Christians. When Qingde attended Mei Hua, he most
likely lived and worked on the school grounds. The Adventists were
very keen on students working while attending school, which
followed one of their prophet’s recommendations. Among the
enterprises they had on campus was animal husbandry, where cows
were milked and their produce sold to the foreign community
residing in the International Settlement of Gulangyu.22 The
Adventist’s stance on keeping their believers separate from the
world led to physical, social, political, cultural, and intellectual
isolation from other Protestant Christians as well as Chinese society
at large.
They adopted this stance from William Miller, the progenitor of
many Adventist beliefs and practices, who led a movement named
18
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after him from 1831 to 1844.23 Based on his study of the Books of
Daniel and Revelation, the prophetic books of the Bible, Miller
believed that the world would soon end and predicted it would be in
either 1843 or 1844. The failure of this prophecy led to a collapse of
his movement from which a remnant coalesced around Ellen White.
Her followers became known as the Seventh-day Adventists. This
new faith continued to subscribe to many of Miller’s views, though
they did concede that it was necessary to build houses of worship,
schools, and hospitals while waiting for Christ’s return.
Another method of tying new members to the Adventist
community, also used by other Protestant denominations in China,
was related to replacing their traditional Chinese world view with a
Western one.24 This attitude probably impeded the efforts of the first
Protestant missionaries who came to China in the early nineteenth
century, and was an approach which tied Christianizing with
Westernizing.25 Before the Boxer Uprising the resistance of the
Chinese was much more significant to this process, but in 1906,
with modernization being encouraged by the imperial government,
the resistance to Westernizing lessened, especially in treaty ports
like Xiamen.26
To ease the transition from Chinese Confucianism, Adventist
missionaries emphasized the similarities between Christian
teachings and traditional Chinese values. For example, they stressed
the importance of honoring one’s parents and the elderly.27 Later in
his sermons, Qingde would preach that Confucius could be saved
even though he had not heard the message of Christ and salvation,
because he lived and taught what was morally right.28 Finally, Guo
23
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Ziying, the first ordained Chinese Seventh-day Adventist pastor,
wrote a tract using a poetic form of the Xiamen dialect to introduce
the Adventist message to the people of the region. Instead of
focusing on how Jesus saves, his poem “The Song of Filial Piety”
reinforced the importance of an essential Chinese value. Several
generations of students who attended Mei Hua Adventist School
sang, studied and memorized its words.29
Something the Adventists did not talk about, but may have
made their religion attractive to their Chinese converts, was an
overlap of their beliefs and practices with the failed Taiping
movement a half century before.30 Although the Adventists shared a
number of beliefs and practices with the Taiping and other
Protestant groups such as prohibitions against opium smoking,
footbinding, and idol worship, they had three major beliefs that
together made their version of Protestant Christianity unique in
China: a distinctive view about the millennium, their worship on the
seventh day as the Sabbath, and a belief in the divine inspiration of
a living prophet.
On the issue of the millennium, the Adventists were focused on
the imminent return of Christ. However, unlike their Protestant
missionary rivals, they did not believe that he would come only
after the world had been converted to Christianity. A precondition to
Christ’s return, was that their message be heard by everyone in the
world and all be accorded a chance to accept or reject it.31
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While their beliefs on the millennium did not tally precisely
with that of the Taiping’s,32 in other areas they matched Taiping
practices exactly. For instance, the Taiping, Seventh-day Baptists,
and the Adventists all worshipped on the seventh-day of the week.33
However, the Sabbath-keeping Baptists had only a small presence in
the Middle Kingdom, whereas the Seventh-day Adventists rapidly
became the largest new Protestant denomination to enter China after
1900.34 In this respect, Adventist practice coincided exactly with
that of the Taiping.35
Finally, unlike the other Protestant denominations in Xiamen,
the Adventists were a sect, not a church. In Ernest Troeltsch’s
classic definition, practicing Adventists in America and all those in
China were still sect members because they had converted to this
faith. In contrast to a sect, a church was characterized by members
who were born into it.36 The Adventists’ acknowledged prophet
Ellen White was still alive and giving counsel to its leaders and
members.37 The acceptance of a prophet was a third area of affinity
between the Adventists and the Taiping movement. Mrs. White, like
the Taiping leader Hong Xiuquan, had visions from God and was
32
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accepted as a prophet by fellow believers.38 The Presbyterians and
American Reformed churches, which had been active in Xiamen for
the past five decades, could trace their doctrinal ancestry back to the
Protestant Reformer John Calvin in the sixteenth century.39 However
great he was as a theologian, Calvin did not claim to have prophetic
visions or receive instructions directly from God.
Furthermore, the Adventist’s comparatively late entry into
China worked to their advantage as they escaped the taint other
Protestant denominations incurred from their support of the imperial
government’s suppression of the Taiping Rebellion.40 They were
also not touched by the calls for vengeance of some Protestant
missionaries that followed the Boxer Uprising and opened those
who expressed such feelings to the ridicule of the American press
including two sharp essays by Mark Twain.41
Another way the Adventists differed from the other Protestant
denominations in Xiamen, was their refusal to work cooperatively
with them. Before arriving in China, the other churches had signed a
comity agreement to work cooperatively on projects of mutual
concern such as education and medical care.42 They did this because
of their difficulties in converting the Chinese and the discovery that
they had to simplify things as the Chinese did not understand
doctrinal particularities.43
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The Adventists, believing that they had no duty to observe an
agreement which they did not draft, went on to aggravate the other
denominations by working to persuade their members to join
Adventists faith.44 In fact, the very first ordained Chinese Adventist
minister, Guo Ziying, had been converted from Presbyterianism by
a Chinese national from Singapore.45 Such actions led to charges
that they were “poaching” on another church’s flock.46
However, it is highly unlikely that Qingde ever considered
seriously the doctrinal differences his new religion had with the
other Protestant denominations in Xiamen before making a decision
to join the Adventists. This attitude would have been encouraged by
members in his new community whose believers were taught that
the Adventist’s teachings were the sole road to personal salvation
and an eternal life to come. This meant that all other denominations,
including the Protestant ones in Xiamen, were in error. Hence, there
was no need to investigate their claims.47
Overall the Adventists kept their members in close contact and
isolated from the rest of society. Only those involved in evangelistic
efforts to convert non-Adventists or those who worked in the
medical profession were encouraged to keep in contact with people
who were not fellow believers. The Adventists saw the world as a
hostile, irredeemable environment where Satan was strong. They
kept their eyes firmly on the world to come and looked constantly
for signs of the imminent return of Christ.48
On the personal side, Qingde’s renunciation of his family freed
him to accept unreservedly his life in the community and unleashed
hitherto untapped energies for his new found faith. This led to him
to complete his education at Mei Hua School in 1909, as a member
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of its first graduating class.49 Next, he showed the depth of his
commitment by undertaking ministerial training at the school so he
could become an evangelist. After finishing his ministerial training,
he went into the South Fujian region where he disseminated the
message.
Qingde proved a preacher whose charisma and rhetorical
manner drew people to him.82 His sermons, which emphasized the
imminent end of the world and the dramatic and public return of
Christ, were enhanced by illustrations of fantastic and terrifying
images and beasts mentioned in the Books of Daniel and
Revelation.50 He also won people to his faith because he was a nice,
friendly person who always wore a smile. In fact, many years after
his passing, his former parishioners uniformly commented on this
part of his personality.51 In this way, he was able to set up four
houses of worship in South Fujian.52
Though he would marry and have a family, Qingde’s first
commitment would be always to the Adventists and his
congregations which often proved all-consuming. His activities
included preaching sermons and using his fine voice to lead in the
singing of Adventist hymns as well as raising money to build or
renovate houses of worship. He set a standard of ministering to his
flock that could not be surpassed since he spent each day of the
week visiting members of his congregation.53 Qingde’s schedule
meant that he was frequently away from his own home. His
generosity to those in need was legendary. Once, after his wife
made him a knitted sweater, he saw a man who was suffering from
the cold and gave the sweater to him.54 He often gave money to
members who were in financial need.55
Qingde continued to serve his parishioners for over forty years.
Because the Adventists believed that religion and politics should be
completely separated, he ignored such great political events as the
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overthrow of the Qing dynasty, the death of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, the
Sino-Japanese War, and the defeat of Jiang Jieshi by Mao Zedong in
a civil war. Even after the Communist victory in 1949 his main
concern was for his parishioners. In one instance, after one of his
houses of worship was closed, he was able to reopen it because a
Communist officer recognized him and remembered how Qingde
had treated him for an injured foot.56
The life of Chen Qingde provides an example of how the
Adventists in China were able to sinicize their version of
Christianity and win a convert who in turn became a successful
evangelist for their faith. Though membership of the Chinese
Adventists stood at only 21,000 in 1951, and the overall total of
Christians before that year never exceeded one percent of the
population, the seeds they planted have been revived in a major way
as China enters the twenty-first century. Recent estimates of
Adventists in China have reached a third of a million. Some have
placed the number of Chinese Christians as high as 130 million.57
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